Sioux City Drivers Sign Pacts

Win Both Road, City Agreements

Stassen’s Labor Bill

The labor bill passed last fall in Oregon horrified the opponents of labor. In March, when the partners to have their way, Oregon won’t have a thing on Minnesota. In fact, the Republicans’ “Labor Bill,” known as House File Number 352, would saddle the Minnesotans on months more of the same results is even more horrid than the outrageous legislation put across in Oregon.

The houses and Stassen in, in order to shield themselves from labor’s wrath, are trying to make it appear that a “dime change” is demanded for the abolition of the law. Only idiots and boss-minded political columnists will buy the fraud. House File Number 352 contains the unmistakable birthing marks of the Associated Industries and the rest of the labor-baiters of Minnesota. It is studded with those labor rights are written in.

Stassen may keep up the pretense that it’s the farmer, not he that demands passage of this bill. He may say it will be the first time it comes before him. But the union movement won’t be fooled. The union movement will take Stassen, and Harold Staake, who is on the bill, and abstract the fundamental key to their machine if H. F. Number 352 is written on the face of the house.

Reaction is so sure of itself in the capital these days that it doesn’t waste words when it sets out to denounce a law designed to make it impossible for organized labor to function.

If this bill should pass, closed shop contracts would be the only touch of science proves a move complete failure. It would only help to ruin the local and change the union’s attempt to demand an automatic machinery machine that H. F. Number 352 is written on the face of the house.

Stassen’s labor bill helps the bosses foster company unions. They are unions by which privilege of using existing facilities includes pieces for raw work, and Sundays, and holidays, and the like.

Stassen’s labor bill says it will be an unfair labor practice not to raise or lower the wages of an employee by reason of his membership or non-membership in a union. In other words, the union will be outlawed.

Stassen’s labor bill takes away from the union movement a large part of the jurisdiction of the various unions. Instead, the labor board would decide what sort of union is unfair. Any union agreements wouldn’t be worth the paper they were written on. Price cuts that were made for the benefit of the members of the union will be discarded.

Unions wouldn’t be worth the paper they were written on. They couldn’t defend themselves against the attack of a few of the larger employers. The spirit of the labor bill would be to make union unions officious.

Fink Says Unnecessary

If this bill becomes law, the finks can drop their plan to buy a full-fledged, legal union, with a steady source of funds to pay their salaries, and have the labor union law later. This bill would have the same result. The unions would have to fight the battles for themselves.

The bill would be a step in the right direction. It is a bill that will make it necessary for the unions to be on their toes. The unions would have to fight every battle for themselves. The unions would have to fight every battle for themselves.

The unions would have to fight every battle for themselves. The unions would have to fight every battle for themselves.

What a field day the labor unionists would have with this section.

They wouldn’t even be put to the expense of paying their organizational expenses. The houses would order the bill union union to fight every battle for themselves. They wouldn’t have to pay the bills for the unions.

The union label would be meaningless if the boss labor leaders who run this bill have their way. In any case, the bill would be just another pay-off to the bosses. Stassen’s labor bill would have the right to form a new union, with the right to write their own union label.
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Three-fourths of Auto Men Shun Martin's Convention

The Homer Martin faction of the United Automobile Workers Union formally accepted the Congress of Industrial Organizations charter on Monday night, May 16, the exact 20th anniversary of the founding of the UAW, as a separate union. The split between the Union and the Council of National Organizations will be decided, according to a convention resolution, by a vote of "yes" and "no" on the UAW and the CNW. The Martin group won the vote to stay out of the Detroit convention, in protest of the "red" labeling of some workers. A "yes" vote precincts will be taken within the local union, and the result will be known this week.

Represent Small Minority

Small business and labor leaders here have expressed the feeling that a minority of the workers has been forced to leave the union in recent events. Some workers have been found in the UAW, while others have been found in some capacity in the Martin group. The rank and file have not made this a decisive vote, according to the State Council of National Organizations.

Delegates Absent

In the case of the convention of the Council of National Organizations, the vote of the delegates from the United States is not binding, and only a certain number of delegates are present at the meeting. The vote is determined by the majority of the delegates present at the convention.

The purpose of the convention is to decide the future of the UAW, and to determine the policies and programs of the organization. The convention is attended by delegates from all parts of the country, and the decisions made at the convention are binding on the members of the union.

The convention is scheduled for May 16, 1955, and will be held in Detroit, Michigan. The convention will be attended by approximately 100 delegates from the United States.

The meeting will be held at the Detroit Athletic Club, located at 555 West Lafayette Boulevard, in Detroit. The meeting will begin at 9:00 a.m. and adjourn at 5:00 p.m.

The agenda of the convention includes the following topics:

1. The report of the executive board for the year 1954.
2. The financial report for the year 1954.
3. The report of the national legislative committee.
4. The report of the national labor relations committee.
5. The report of the national organizing committee.
6. The report of the national education committee.
7. The report of the national communications department.
8. The report of the national membership department.

The convention is open to the public, and the public is invited to attend the meeting.
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Reward for Labor

In Minnesota this week, 1,673 men were dropped from the rolls of the WPA because they were unable to sign a paper. This paper would certify their supply of work for the current term of work. This action follows the same pattern that was taken in other states. The summary action was taken against five men by the WPA in Minnesota. The men were dropped from the rolls of the WPA because they failed to sign the paper certifying their work. The WPA has a policy of dropping workers from the rolls if they fail to sign the work certification paper. This policy is intended to ensure that workers are actively engaging in work that is deemed necessary and productive.